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All sessions on June 25 and 26 will be held at the Stadtsaal Klösterle, which is located inside the Hotel Klösterle, Beim Klösterle 1, D-86720, Nördlingen, Germany

Friday, June 25, 2010
3:00 p.m. Welcome and Opening Session
3:15 p.m. Dr. Stanley G. Love, NASA Astronaut
    Exploratory Planetary Science: Today and Tomorrow
4:00 p.m. Dr. Gerhard Thiele, ESA Astronaut, European Space Policy Institute
    The Quest for Knowledge - Impact Craters and Human Space Exploration?
4:30 p.m. Poster Session
    Ries Crater
    Terrestrial Craters and Impactites
    Moon and Lunar Impactites
    Mars and Martian Rocks
    Human-Robotic Exploration of the Moon and Mars

Saturday, June 26, 2010
9:00 a.m. Ries Crater — Messages for Crater Formation, Shock Metamorphism, and Impactite Classification
11:15 a.m. Ries Crater — Messages for Crater and Impact Formations on the Moon and Mars
2:45 p.m. Future Landing Sites on the Moon and Mars: What Do Astronauts Need to Know?
4:20 p.m. General Discussion
6:30 p.m. Celebration of the Three Ries Anniversaries

Sunday, June 27, 2010
9:00 a.m. Visit to the Ries Crater Museum and Geological Excursion
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